
PTO VVMS Minutes
January 11, 2017

Kathy Pascale, Kathy Tran, Laurel Fischbach, Heidi Wennen, Melissa 
Levesque-Piela, Emily Corbishley, Lisa Nelson

Amira Hasan with the The Edina Ed Fund spoke first at the meeting about 
this years Edina Ed Fund luncheon.- Cake Eaters Cake Off- see hand out. 
Monday Feb. 6th coffee from 7:30am to 8:30am and cake off from 9:30am 
to 11:00am.  Registration is www.edinaedfund.org/events/cake-eaters-
cake/ 

Monday Feb 6th. Change to a breakfast gathering instead of a lunch 
gathering.  Local bakeries will donate cakes for auctioning. Needs 
someone to take the lead for being a table. That means being in charge of 
getting 8-10 people to fill the table. Not sure about the speaker or who will 
be the MC. Possibly Belinda Jensen. The money will be used for the writing 
center at the HS. Students help out other students. Not sure what exactly 
the money is used for with that. Meeting is Thurs and they will be voting on 
what the rest of the money will be used for. It’s changing from Innovation 
Grants. It’s now becoming more general to make use of it in more ways. 
Request for this to be included in the PTO newsletter. Laurel will ask 
Shawn to put it in the all school newsletter. The PTO contact will send the 
info to Laurel.

Teacher lunch- question- did the teachers know they were there or in the 
refrigerator. Laurel said more signs should go up so teachers don’t forget. 
Notify people in advance especially about the Gluten Free options. Heidi 
said the sandwiches were a hit. Maybe email right before conferences but 
Shawn forget to do it. ***Decision was made for the PTO to place old 
fashion flyers in the mail box prior to the lunches.***

Approval of December minutes.  One correction pointed out by Lisa 
Nelson, Heidi Wennen’s name was spelled incorrectly.  Motion made by 
Lisa, second motion by Melissa.  All approved.



Laurel- PTO should give $100 as a donation. Vote on it. They fund things 
we can’t tap into and have a larger amount to do more. Make a year to year 
decision. We work on a year to year operating budget. We have a line item 
under ‘special funding requests’. We can add it there. Kathy Tran said she 
prefers to give it to another band uniform or to Gabe- which will be annual. 
The uniform fundraiser is only half way there. Edina Ed Fund Is larger. It 
would be nice to use the extra money to support other programs. Idea of 
Give and Go. There’s no vetting- no proof that you are on free and reduced 
lunch etc… Comparable to giving to the PCN. Vote on it now. 
Melissa makes a motion to donate $100 to Edina Ed Fund. Heidi seconds 
that motion. It was passed. Heidi will write the check. She will bring it that 
day. Laurel and Heidi are going to the breakfast.  Heidi asked what’s the 
process for filling a table. Laurel will go to the link and set up the table for 
VV and ask people to go. 

Shawn can’t come today. Laurel was in contact with her about the School 
Supply Kits. They have done this in the past. The list will not change much. 
Took advice for everyone who was at the meeting in Dec. Calculators taken 
off. Cost is $26.46. Can charge $35 and make $8.58 per kit. it was Laurel’s 
idea to raise money for the PTO. Laurel will be a part of the PTO to back up 
Mark. They will order 100 and have them at Get Connected Day. If we don’t 
sell the kits, you can’t return them. They would be donated. The 6th grade 
families would be interested but not the kids who are now used to picking 
out their own. Question about taking out the binder. Another idea- get all 
the binders from Walmart- clean them out when there’s a sale. Make the 
price higher and whatever doesn’t sell, take them back. General feel that 
Laurel is making a lot of work for herself and that it would require a lot of 
people. Kathy Tran suggested ordering 50 school supply kits and Melissa 
suggested 75. Thanking Laurel for thinking outside of the box. Concern 
about raising the price and being known for that being the PTO. Making $ 
and doing a service is a good idea. They are paying for the convenience. 
Countryside and Normandale both do the school supply communal sharing. 

Laurel- suggested to Mark to get his people together for next year. Lots of 
6th grade parents would be interested because they want to get involved. 
Would Laurel want to be the 8th grade rep. Heidi might have someone to 
replace her. Laurel wants to give someone else the opportunity. Ask people 
so that Mark has some options for his PTO next year. 



Beth stopped in to see if we needed anything before they all left. Laurel 
asked about the School Supplies idea like the elementary schools do. 
Reminder that it would come from Staples- gave the general list minus a 
couple of things. They come up with a price. Beth checked the list. Binder 
is included. Beth said it should be larger than a 1”. Laurel said it should be 
2”. Beth- it needs to be the biggest one. Most kids use the 3”. Laurel- wants 
to let the kids pick out their own. Ask Staples to make it a fabric thick 3” 
binder. Maybe take off the ear buds. Beth confirmed the list won’t change 
from next year. Will ask beth when GCD is. Possibly Wed Aug 9th. School 
starts Sept 5th after Labor Day. 

Meeting adjourned at 2:45.


